
 

Challenge to Change = Hackathon Play Equal November 18, 2021  
 

Proceeds for Global Goal 10: Reduce Inequality; 
 

 
 
Challenge/assignment: What idea, design, concept, can you come up with and make that reduces inequality 
and promotes equal opportunities for young people? 
 
Form: Design competition: Young people work in teams of 5 on the challenge. In preparation for November 18, 
participating teams will receive 3 workshops to prepare for the Challenge. Participants enter a trajectory 
supervised by Entrepreneurial Education and KW1C with organized collaboration sessions/workshops, with 
student coaches, with competition elements and a professional jury. If possible, fits in with the curriculum or 
the learning objectives set and also yields results/appreciation/points for this. 
 
Price: actually, with support and resources, allowed to carry out your design! 
 
Participants: teams of (always 5) pupils and students from all secondary and intermediate vocational education 
schools; each at their own level with their own talents; 
 

Disciplines, training and school programs: all! Art, Technology, Nature and Greenery; Environment; Concern; 

languages; Social training; profile workpiece; Sport and movement; Nutrition and Health; Marketing; Economy; 
Logistics; retail; animal care; etc. etc. 
 
Timeline: 1. recruitment and preparation incl. June 17, 2021; schools and study programs are 
invited/approached for participation appropriate to the study program/curriculum and pupils/students can 
register via the Challenge to Change team participation registration form ; 
 
2. start and preparatory program participating teams starting in September school year 2021-2022; 
- mid September; Start-up session with 1st workshop; Global Goals and Design Question/Assignment 
- early October; 2nd workshop; Collaborate/Design/Feedback and Follow-up Plan 
- the end of October; 3rd workshop; marketing sales plan and presenting 
These workshops are provided digitally and are best followed in class (digiboard) together with the teacher. As 
a result, the teacher/supervisor is fully informed and can guide the pupils/students well in the intervening 
periods. They are also on other 

https://forms.gle/NqLWEXdXWWYo5wBv8


 

(more appropriate school) moments available. The detailed program with dates for 
exchange/alignment/workshops will follow in the last week of August. Registration is possible until September 
14. 
 
3. Challenge-to-Change Match Day; Nov 18, 2021; 9am-5pm; School for the Future/KW1C/Avans (of course if 
physically possible*); 
Morning program: 9.00-12.00; 1. all participating teams work at KW1C on the finishing touch of their design; 
2.they get hacked/get input and questions from participants from other teams; 3.they finalize their design and 
presentation; 
Joint lunch and clearing your head; 12.00-13.30, after which the design is ready for the Challenge market. 
Afternoon program: 2pm-5pm; 1.Challenge Market; visitors, participants and jury members visit the market of 
the teams present with their designs; 2. Casting and counting votes; during an intermezzo and break, the votes 
of pupils, students and jury members are counted and a top 3 is determined. 3.Central presentation of the Top 
3 nominees , where the winners will be announced after consultation with the jury! Even those who do not 
finish in the top3 can be awarded for their design! 
Closing and partying: until 5 p.m. 
The care of the Challenge-to-change competition day is in the hands of students of the KW1C! 
That will be fun together! 
 
Call to contact persons Schools: 
- introduce the opportunity to participate in this Challenge-to-Change to your school , to management, 
mentors and teachers and determine together which classes or program components are ideal for this and 
which could be used for this or could be replaced by it. Indicate to us what you may need for this. 
- inform the students so that they have the opportunity to contribute, pitch and exchange ideas, and then 
form teams. A class can therefore participate as a whole, divided over several teams. For questions, call us or 
get us digitally in class! 
- ensure that teams register, with a contact person, for Challenge to Change team participation ; even if they 
do not yet have a concrete idea, but the subject appeals to them and they would like to participate in the 
program; will be contacted further about this 
- the detailed program with dates with all information for exchange moments / coordination / workshops 
follows last week of August; 
It would be great if the first reactions and agreements could be made before the summer holidays, especially 
because of the best possible deployment and integration into the curriculum. 
 
We want to go with you for at least 25 teams of 5 pupils or students! 
Together with young people, we can make a wonderful contribution to Equal Opportunities for Young People! 
 
On behalf of the organization of Play Equal 
Team Entrepreneurial Education 'sH 
 
Margo van den Oord 
 
*NB: if corona makes a large physical meeting impossible, the jury will come to the location to assess the 
designs. 
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